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hildren with fragile X syndrome (fxs), the most common known inherited cause of

FPG researchers
explore
communication
challenges in
boys with FXS,
autism and Down
syndrome

intellectual disability, typically experience communication difficulties. Children with other
intellectual disabilities such as Down syndrome also experience communication difficulties.
Further many boys with fxs (some estimates are as high as 35 percent) also are diagnosed
with autism.
Professionals who work with children with language impairments need to tailor language
interventions. But what if language difficulties in children with fxs have a different cause than language
challenges in children with Down syndrome or autism? Is having an intellectual disability or autism
the root cause of the communication challenges in a child with fxs or does having fxs present a unique
set of challenges?
New research is beginning
to answer these questions.
Recent articles by fpg
researchers in several journals
explore different facets of
communication in boys with
fxs, boys with fxs and autism,
boys with Down syndrome,
and boys developing typically.
These studies focused on boys
because communication and
other aspects of development
are more severely affected in
boys with fxs than girls. The
findings will allow professionals
to focus interventions efforts to
best help children communicate
effectively. This work is funded
by the National Institute of
Child Health and Human
Development, National Fragile
X Foundation, March of Dimes,
and Ireland Family Trust. This snapshot summarizes the findings to date.

Language Use
This study looked at taped conversations between a researcher and child during a 45-minute play
session designed to elicit language and social behaviors from children. The study examined the boys’
ability to maintain a topic of conversation, and how often they repeated themselves. Boys with fxs with
and without autism repeated themselves more frequently during conversation than boys with Down
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Speech
In the first study, speech
production (the ability to
pronounce words) was assessed
using a single word standardized
test. Boys with fxs pronounced
single words as accurately as
younger, typically developing
boys of the same mental age.
In addition, the boys with fxs
and the typically developing
boys pronounced words more
accurately than the boys with Down syndrome.
In the second study, speech production of boys with fxs with
and without autism were compared to the other groups on the
single word standardized test. The speech of boys with fxs did not
differ according to whether they had autism nor did it differ from
typically developing boys. Boys with fxs and td boys had higher
speech production scores than boys with Down syndrome.
In the third, ongoing study of speech during conversation, boys
with fxs were less understandable in conversation but did not
differ in their accuracy of sounds
during conversation as compared
to typically developing boys of the
same mental age.
In the fourth study, we found
that boys with fxs did not speak
faster, but paused less often, than
typically developing boys of the
same chronological age during
conversation. However, boys with
fxs spoke faster than younger
typically developing boys of the
same mental age.
These findings suggest that although boys with fxs are delayed
in their speech production skills, their speech accuracy is similar
to that of younger children at a similar mental age. However, the
decreased intelligibility in the conversational speech of boys with
fxs compared to the younger typically developing children suggests
that other factors such as rate, intonation, and fluency may be
affecting understandability. Intervention should focus on improving
speech accuracy, with an emphasis on approaches that increase
speech intelligibility in conversational speech.

Oral Motor
This study looked at the structure and function of features in the
mouth including the lips, jaw, teeth, tongue, velopharynx (the area
behind the uvula that directs air through the nose or mouth) and

larynx (where sound is generated). In addition to having a physical
examination of these features, children completed a series of oral
motor exercises with speech (e.g., repeating words) and without
speech (e.g., imitating mouth movements without using voice).
Researchers found that boys with fxs and boys with Down
syndrome had some structural differences compared to the
typically developing boys.
The study also compared the boys’ oral function to speech
function (the ability to say words). Boys with fxs like the typically
developing boys did better at speech function tasks than oral
function tasks. For boys with
Down syndrome, however, speech
function was lower than oral
function. Further, both the boys
with fxs and Down syndrome
repeated single syllable words with
greater accuracy than multiple
syllable words, while the typically
developing boys produced both
types of words with equal accuracy.
These findings suggest that boys
with fxs and Down syndrome both
have some atypical oral structure
and oral motor function, yet differ in certain oral-motor patterns.
The effects of these oral motor differences on speech production in
boys with fxs are not clear.

Conclusion
These studies identify some of the communication difficulties of
boys with fxs. Future research is needed to:
• Examine children’s use of language, including types of
repetitive speech, narration (retelling of an event), and
repair strategies (reformulation of unclear messages)
• Determine the role of rate, intonation, and fluency
in the speech intelligibility in of boys with fxs in
conversation
• Conduct longitudinal studies to determine how
language patterns change over time
• Compare the language of boys with fxs to boys with
autism who do not have fxs to determine the role of
autism
• Examine the language characteristics of girls with fxs
to determine if they have a similar language profile as
boys with fxs
• Investigate mechanisms such as anxiety and
memory and the role of the environment (such as
responsiveness of the mother) that might explain some
of these language characteristics in boys with fxs . n
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